
THE VALUE YOU CAN AFFORD
We know that our customer’s compact excavator is critical to the day to day 
productivity of site their job site, we know that they need to get more done 
in a day - Miler GTS range of cost competitive compact quick couplers 
allows our customers to utilise their full array of attachments quickly and 
safely - work faster, not harder.

2 INCREASED PROFITABILITY
Time is money, A fully hydraulic Miller GTS could be the best  
solution for decreasing the time it takes to change attachments from 
minutes to seconds.

3 INCREASED JOB PRODUCTIVITY
A Miller GTS compact quick coupler can decrease the time it takes to tackle 
a job that requires different attachments allowing you the capabilities to 
take on more types of jobs.

4 GREATER ATTACHMENT VERSATILITY
Frustrated by the dedicated pin pick up on your manual coupler meaning 
that you can only use or purchase dedicated buckets. Switching to a Miller 
GTS with its widest set of OEM pin pick ups means that you can use any 
bucket or attachment within your machine range.

5 HASSLE FREE QUICK COUPLER
How many hours have you lost because your machine was down or you 
couldn’t get your attachment off due to your manual coupler? Our simple yet 
effective Miller GTS encompasses fewer components which keeps repair and 
maintenance costs down which in turn delivers increased machine uptime.

6 A COUPLER THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN 6M
While investment in fully hydraulic quick coupler technology is sometimes 
seen as a cost burden in reality it is a cost advantage. Ten changes in a day 
equates to an hour saved on a job with a Miller GTS. The amount of fuel 
you could save on a monthly basis means that you could pay off the cost of 
your coupler in less than 6m.

7 ENHANCED OPERATOR COMFORT
Turn your compact excavator from a digging machine to a fully automatic 
multi-tooled carrier with safe quick attachment changes from the comfort 
and security of your cab.

8 BUILT TO LAST
A powerful device by itself is limited unless its design takes into 
consideration the ways someone actually uses it. With this is mind the 
whole unit has then been built and tested to twice the strength of the 
excavator machine it is designed for.

9 SAFETY – PROTECTING WHAT’S IMPORTANT
Switching to a fully automatic Miller GTS (ISO13031 compliant) will help 
you eliminate Manual coupler related injuries as result of an operator not 
properly securing semi-automatic or manual models.

10 IMPROVED MACHINE STABILITY AND BREAKOUT FORCE
We also know that adding weight to the end of an excavator especially a 
compact excavator can have a significant impact on the machines stability and 
breakout force. That’s why we have developed the lightest and lowest quick 
coupler in the market to go on the end of your machine that will not impact on 
your machine stability or breakout force allowing you to get the Job done!

Find out about our GTS 

+44 (0)1670 707 272

WHY YOU WOULD MAKE THE SWITCH FROM YOUR OLD MANUAL COUPLER TO A 
 MILLER GTS FULLY HYDRAULIC COMPACT QUICK COUPLER AND NEVER GO BACK.
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